
 
 

THE FUTURE IS HERE! THE FUTURE IS NOW! 
 

From the President’s Desk….       September 2019 

 

 
 

 

 
That was the Week that Was, 

 it’s over, let it go… 
 

 
 
 

 
Hello members, 
 
This is my last Bugle as President and what a year it’s been.  In October 2018, Mary and I went to the Intersteno 
Committee meeting in Istanbul.  It was my first official outing as President of BIVR.   It was an amazing experience and I 
met a lot of interesting people and was able to build relations for future presidents and members.   
 
I had had the misfortune earlier in the year to hurt my knee and went to Intersteno with a knee support 
and two crutches  (visible on the deck here.)  I eventually had an operation on my knee in the 
November and spent many, many months recuperating.   I tried not to let it hinder me too much in my 
own work and BIVR presidential duties but it wasn’t easy.  I finally managed to throw away all supports 
(just) in time for the BAW in July.   
 
We had a very successful Winter Drinks evening and I was able to catch up with people that I hadn’t seen in years.   Our 
Summer Drinks, however, wasn’t very well attended but I was able to catch up with previous presidents and have a good 
chat about all the highs and lows of holding this position.  Possibly the end of July was too close to the finish of the BAW, 
so we will look at that for future events.   
 
At the end of 2018, the President’s committee were working hard on the BIVR Awareness Week, BAW, seek ing a venue 
and confirmation of our speakers.  We had a last-minute cancellation from Stenograph with the Spa Refresh and that was 
very disappointing.  We didn’t after all have enough uptake for it to be viable for Stenograph to attend.   
 
The line-up of our speakers was astounding and the workshops went extremely well.  Our keynote speaker was just 
hilarious with her memes.  A big thank you to all who attended and for your feedback.  We are still learning about how to 



best run the BAW and we have taken on board all the comments, positive and negative, to move forward to our next one 
in 2021! 
 
Over the course of my presidential year I attended meetings with clients, agencies and forums to keep abreast of what is 
happening in the Court Reporting and STT world.  We have had Working Groups for our examinations syllabi, updating 
our Guide (formerly called the Manual) and our website, but I am going to keep my powder dry and expand on all this in 
my President’s speech at the AGM which is now just one week away. 
 
I will probably say this then too, but I have a few thank-yous to do.  I thank the others who make up the President’s 
Committee, Leah and Mary, for all the hard work put into the BAW.  I truly am grateful for all the help, guidance and 
input given to make it a success.  All the phone calls, extra meetings, advice and direction.  You guys are amazing.  I want 
to thank the Council for all the help with difficult decisions and moving forward with the syllabi and the Working Groups. 
Thank you to all the supporters and sponsors that have made this year a success.  Finally, to the members who put their 
trust in me to carry forward all the wonderful work that BIVR does and is still doing to keep our profession alive and 
kicking.  
 
Thank you for a wonderful year. Here is to great success for the next president of BIVR! 
 
Nicole Harrison 
President 
 
From the Secretary’s Desk:  
 
As the President says, the AGM is just one week away.  The Early Bird has flown, but you may still book (just) for the 
workshops, the AGM (which, of course, is free to attend) and the examinations on the Sunday.   I will be reading IPS 
speed exams, QRR2, 3 and 4 exams and we have two candidates for membership.  The President and myself will be in 
Birmingham on Friday evening.  See you there! 
 
The Notice with all the details is on the BIVR website 
 
http://bivr.org.uk/agm-workshops-and-exams/ 
 
 

UPSKILLING 
 

 
 
 
The proxy voting form is included to enable you to vote for your next President and/or the few new Resolutions put 
forward.  Proxy votes must be with me, please, by 2 p.m. Thursday 12 September 2019.  
 
The transcript of last year’s AGM is in the members’ area of the website.    Sec. 
  

Ace 

it!

go on up

Don't stay here

http://bivr.org.uk/agm-workshops-and-exams/


More Helpful Hints from Amanda Bavin:  
 

 
 
HINTS ON SUBTITLING A TECH CONFERENCE by Amanda Bavin 2018 
 
Tips 

• RESEARCH:  Research website and input all below terms. Think about doing a short web 
development course beforehand, there are lots of free ones on the internet.  I want to learn 
JavaScript now that I’ve attended a few! 

• INFO:  Collect printed brochure on arrival at Conference. 

• ARRIVAL:  Check out the exhibition stalls as sponsors will be mentioned.  They are usually 
friendly and may let you have freebies; you will learn something. 

• SETTING UP:  Arrive super-early to set up with AV guys or techies (try to talk to them when 
accepting job to see if you’re sitting remotely like we sometimes do with Stagetext events, or in 
the main conference room).    The AV guys and techies are your friends, without their help and 
co-operation you are likely to struggle. 

• REQUIREMENTS:  Ask for basics like enough room for three laptops on desks, slides 
beforehand, speeches where possible.  Slides are ESSENTIAL especially if you are working 
remotely so ask for a monitor of the slides or a camera view of the conference where possible. 

• SOUND:  Ask for an XLR feed to your amp (if you don’t know what amp and connectors to buy 
call me or send me an e-mail and I’ll send you an Amazon link for MicroAmp HA400 and a 
connector for your headphones). 

• EQUIPMENT: Take Text and Top and ensure your co-worker has the software and knows how to 
use it.   Always take a spare “host” laptop that you can give to the AV guys or Extend the screen 
so they can then use the feed.  Other ways to work: if you are sitting remotely you can screen-
share your page of text to client’s tablet or the room’s TV or screen. However to do this you will 
need dedicated wi-fi or extremely stable wi-fi; be prepared to work flexibly. 

• HOURS:  These are long! Generally 8am arrival and you’ll probably work till 6.30pm so if you 
think 9 hour days x £100 an hour or something similarly competitive – so don’t charge £285 usual 
meeting fee as it’s not that kind of job!  Expect to be very tired and to work hard.  

• CONTRACT:  If direct-to-client do your own contract and get company to sign beforehand (I have 
a template or the internet does if you want one just email me).  I always put in contracts “it is the 
AV team’s responsibility at the venue to get the clear sound to me, I can only type what I can 
hear”. Think about your limitations and don’t over or under-sell yourself. 

 
  



Dictionary work and some of my shortforms/notes 
 
JavaScript      J-S   or J-P (essential shortform!) 
JS   J/S 
~.js  (as a suffix) 
App   AP* 
Apps   AP*Z 
var 
dom   domain 
dev   development 
single spa  as much as I like a spa day this is said as S/P/A 
+    
=   equals - I wrote “equals” as it’s easier for the reader  

to read the words – they will already hv “code” on the slides. 
algorithms  L-*GZ 
bot (s)   care if this is your short-form for bottom 
integer(s) 
ECMA   European Standards 
extensibility 
raster   rasterise and rasterisation  (an either/or word with the “z”) 
coding   KOEGD (write “short” see Mark Kislingbury!!) 
   http://www.mkcourtreporting.com/online-participation.html 
ES6    (Standards) 
C++   C plus plus -  “C” existed before the internet and is a language 
C#   C sharp – my software won’t accept a hashtag  

so I use my laptop Mac keyboard to do backspace then  
second alt 3 – same goes for Twitter hashtags or <<  

CSS   I use C-SZ  (you won’t have time to finger-spell everything) 
Micro Frontend M*F 
iFrame  useful to have an “i” prefix 
iFrames 
iPhone (s) 
Chrome 
Safari 
IE 
   You will need to “cap next” 
apple/Apple  eat an apple in the break/Apple have fantastic products 
window/Window window in the room/ Windows applications 
Arduino 
Fibonacci  Maths! 
Bayesian  Maths! 
Python 
Machine Learning 
Functional Programming 
framework  F-RK 
frameworks  F-RKZ 
network  N-RK 
networks  N-RKZ 
React    (note initial capital) 
Redux   sounds like REEED/UK 
Angular    “ 
Node 
Babylon 
Ember    (sounds like amber if said by an American!) 
malware 



CodeNode 
comparethemarket.com 
arm 
HTTPs 
phishing 
Parallel computing 
Idiomatic 
SQL 
PostgreSQL   (note: SQL sounds like sequel) 
Massive.js 
electron 
API 
QA Crypt 
compilers 
glimmer 
wasm 
CSS animations 
webpack 
webGL 
frontend 
backend 
Cloud functions 
 
CODERS SPEAKING ALOUD:  The difference between a 'bracket' and a parentheses can 
be a bit confusing. Generally, 'parentheses' refers to round brackets ( ) and 'brackets' to 
square brackets [ ].  
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
Finally we send Get Well wishes to all our members 
who are currently unwell.  We wish you a 
speedy recovery back to full health.    Sec. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



BIVR DETAILS 
 
BIVR's Registered address: 
 
73 Alicia Gardens, Kenton, Harrow, Middx. HA3 8JD.  
 
Your Council:  
President:  Nicole Harrison:  nicole.bivr18@gmail.com (general)  

     bivrawareness.nicole@gmail.com (BAW-related) 
 

Vice President: Leah Willersdorf - bivr.leah@gmail.com  (general)  
               bivrawareness.leah@gmail.com (BAW-related) 
 

Council Members: 
 
Georgina Ford - ginford.frr@gmail.com 
Alan Bell -abellsttr@gmail.com  
Ann Lloyd - annlloyd23@gmail.com 
Orla Pearson - orla.pearson123@gmail.com 
Ian Roberts -  frreporting@gmail.com  
Miriam Weisinger - miriambivr1@gmail.com 
 
Secretary: Mary Sorene – sec.bivr@gmail.com (general) 

 bivrawareness.mary@gmail.com (BAW-related) 
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